
Bolloré Logistics a leading Logistics Service partner of the Health Supply Chain, supporting UN agencies,

NGOs, Ministries of Health, USAID, PSA’s with strong Aid & Relief team and a global presence in 107

countries with 600+ branch offices. We are more than ever mobilized in the fight against the Covid-19 to

support the shipping requirements of Humanitarian sector.

With the Covid-19, shipping companies and airlines are reducing their capacities or closing their services,

some of the corridors for landlocked countries are closed.

We have immediately reacted in organizing consolidated air shipments through air chartering, for countries in

dire need of critical equipment and supplies especially to fight the Covid-19 and keep the vital supply chain of

essential equipment, parts, pharmaceutical and food products going.

CONTACT US

GLOBAL: G-B Anand, Director Aid & Relief Global | Email: gollapudi.anand@bollore.com | Mob: +91 8008404161 

AFRICA: Jonathan O’Connor, Director Aid & Relief Africa | Email: jonathan.oconnor@bollore.com | Mob: +41 79 504 9079

MIDDLE EAST: Babu PAUL, Director Aid & Relief Middle East | Email: babu.paul@bollore.com | Mob: +971 5 2977 7715

SOUTH ASIA: Raj ATHYALA, Head of Aid & Relief South Asia | Emails: raj.athyala@bollore.com; mesa.ar@bollore.com | Mob +9190 0460 3198

AMERICAS: Alexandre SLEZARSKI, Director Aid & Relief Americas | Email: alexandre.slezarski@bollore.com | Phone: +1 (478) 777-6165

To maintain the supply chain of critical goods,

Bolloré Logistics has organized an ambitious

solution based on full/part charters, block space

capacities on freighter flights only, providing our

customers with various solutions for Eastbound,

Westbound & Southbound flows.

This program is geared to cover movements on

main trades including Europe to/from Americas.

Europe to/from Asia, Europe to/from Africa,

Europe to/from Middle East.

Our solutions are based on a “first-in/first serve”

basis and to cater to the various and urgent

needs, we will strive to take any additional

volumes on board.

A I R  S O L U T I O N S

We keep the supply 

chain going during 

the COVID-19 crisis

˃ Dedicated Aid & Relief team across the

regions

˃ Strong experience in supporting NGOs, UN

agencies, USAID, MOH, Procurement

Services Agencies

˃ Strong presence in key source countries –

China, India in Asia, in Europe, in the US

and the Middle East

˃ Unique footprint in developing countries

like Africa and Asia

˃ Dedicated control towers for humanitarian

shipments

˃ A resilient network when crisis strike

˃ An experienced and reactive air chartering

team

˃ Useful connections with local authorities
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